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was also during Hertzog's time, in 1929, that the franchise was extended to
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white women in the Cape, although this move was less about gender equal-

ity than further entrenching racial injustice: it had the effect of reducing the
black proportion of voters in the Cape Province from 20 to 10 per cent. It
was also largely Hertzog's efforts that resulted in the Statute of Westminster
of 1931, which granted legislative autonomy for South Africa and other
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commonwealth countries.33

The first multiracial trade union

South Africans have never constituted a homogenous group, and for most
of our history there have been laws prohibiting the mixing of races, but
there have also been times when people of different races and classes have
worked together. It was, rather incongruously, in Hertzog's time that the
first multiracial trade union was established. Despite difficulties, it survived

I

The formation of two new parties and the 'Native Bills'

The worldwide Great Depression in 1929 led to yet another realignment
of political parties. In the wake of Wall Street's collapse in October 1929,

for several years.
In 1928, the Transvaal Garment Workers Union (GWU) was started by

a white Jewish man from Lithuania, Emil (Solly) Sachs.34 It was open to
all women employees of the garment industry, irrespective of race or class.
Many of its members were young Afrikaner women who had come into
the cities looking for work during the global Great Depression of the early
1930S. It was the most active and controversial union of its time. Female
workers in the garment industry were notoriously badly paid, and the aim
of the union was to improve wages and working conditions.
Several strikes were held in the 19303, causing much disruption. However,
the GWU was difficult to sustain in a society that was so segregated. In
addition, Solly Sachs was a member of the South African Communist Party
(SACP), and was arrested several times and tried under the Suppression of
Communism Act. He finally left South Africa in 1953 and settled in England,
saying that his position in South Africa had become untenable.

South African exports plummeted/ Australia and Britain devalued their

currencies but Hertzog refused to do the same until 1932, by which time

the economy was damaged and many farmers were ruined. Hertzog was

also faced with competition from a new maverick politician: Tielman Roos.
In response, the two old rivals, Hertzog and Smuts, decided to form a

coalition, which won the elections in 1933, and in 1934 they merged to form
the United Party (UP). It was a curious turn of events, and very much a
matter of political expediency.

f

A few years before, in 1926, along with his civilised labour' policy, Hertzog

had introduced what were referred to as his 'Native Bills'. These Bills were

designed to remove the vote from the last few black people who had it in the
Cape and Natal. In exchange. the land allocated to black people under the
Land Act of 1913 was to be increased to 12 per cent. Hertzog did not get a twothirds majority vote in favour and the Bills were never passed. Smuts was one

of the members of parliament who had voted against them. Ten years later, in
i936> when Hertzog reintroduced his Native Bills in a slightly different form

as The Natives Trust and Land Act and the Natives Representation Act, Smuts
voted in favour, even though the contents were more restrictive.
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Smuts's policy towards black people was complex. In 1936 he explained
his change of heart by saying that he wished to 'be fair to the black man',
but that the black man still needed the white man's guidance; the issues
needed time, and should be left to 'the ampler brains of the future'. His
motto was 'one step at a time'.2 But in 1936, Smuts's main concern must
have been that he did not want to risk breaking the newly formed coalition with Hertzog. Nevertheless, three years later, when the issue of World
War II came up. Smuts did oppose Hertzog, who did not want South
Africa to participate.
These infamous Native Bills were euphemistically referred to at the time
as 'substance' for 'shadow' - the 'shadow' of the vote in a Parliamentary

system said to be alien to black people in exchange for the substance of
more land. Black people were completely taken off the common voters' roll,
and offered three white representatives in Parliament instead. A Natives
Representative Council (NRC) was set up, but it had limited powers. Some
distinguished people served on it, notably the white senators Edgar Brookes,
Margaret Ballinger and Alan Paton (author of Cry, the Beloved Country):
they tried to plead the cause of black people but they had little support,
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their own national party called the Gesuiwerde Nasionale Party ('Purified
National Party, or PNP). The party would be a force to be reckoned with in
the following years, and would sweep into power in 1948.
The rise of the Afrikaners

In the years after the Afrikaners' defeat in the Anglo-Boer War, Afrikaner
nationalism had gradually been built through Afrikaner cultural awareness,
economic advance and infiltration of the trade unions. At the centre of these

endeavours was a society called the Afrikaner Broederbond ('Brotherhood

of Men'). This had started in 1918 as a cultural organisation in a house in
Kensington, Johannesburg, but became a secret organisation in 1924. Its
aim was to promote Afrikaners and help them succeed in all walks of life to

the extent that they could influence the media, education, the way history
was taught and other important institutions.

Afrikaners were reminded of their cultural heritage and there was an

and in 1949 the NRC was abandoned. It was said at the time that it was like

outpouring of nationalist sentiment by the establishment of the Federasie
van Afrikaanse Kultuurverenigings ('Federation of Afrikaans Cultural

speaking into a telephone when you knew there was no one listening at the
other end.3 Even the promise of more land was never entirely achieved, and

Organisations') in 1929, re-enactments of the Great Trek in 1938 during
the centenary of the Battle of Blood River, and the laying of the founda-

blamed on the outbreak of World War II.

tion stone for the enormous Voortrekker Monument outside Pretoria on

Towards the end of his life, in 1947, Smuts supported the recommendations of a commission led by Judge Henry Pagan, which stated that black

16 December 1938. People dressed up in the style of the Voortrekkers and

people should be accommodated as part of urban life, and not forced to
live kilometres away from South Africa's cities. Smuts's government fell
from power the following year before anything further could be done. If
the recommendations had gone through, it is possible that history might

exchanged stories about the suffering and hardship of their forefathers.
The Afrikaner economic advance was achieved by the establishment of
a fund for Afrikaner people, Volkskapitalisme (people's capital'), and persuading well-off Cape businessmen to donate to it. The numbers of poor
whites (mainly Afrikaners) had grown dramatically during the depression -

have taken a different turn, avoiding much of the heartache of subsequent

in 1933 there were an estimated 300 ooo poor whites, which constituted

years.

about a quarter of the Afrikaner population, and Volkskapitalisme was
designed to help these people. Volkskas Bank (now part of ABSA) and

The merge ofHertzog and Smuts in the United Party had brought another
Afrikaner, DF Malan, to the fore. He objected to the union ofHertzog and
Smuts and decided neither was Afrikaner enough. Determined to preserve
the exclusive identity of Afrikaners, in 1935, Malan and 19 others formed
156

insurance company Sanlam were both projects to facilitate Afrikaner eco-

nomic advance. Afrikaner businessmen were also encouraged to employ
Afrikaners rather than English-speaking whites.
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The Dutch Reformed Church also played a part in fostering Afrikaner
nationalism by encouraging the concept of Afrikaners as 'chosen people,
like the children of Israel, and that their hardships thus far had been God

testing them. Ardent nationalists frowned on Jews, Catholics and anyone
else who might dilute their master race.It is said that this opinion persisted
for many years - to the extent that when the Kenridge Hospital (now the
Donald Gordon) was opened in Johannesburg in 1970, radical Afrikaners
would not go there because it was staffed by Catholic nuns.
In the 1930S, alternative Afrikaner trade unions were also established to
wean Afrikaners away from those run by the English. Prime examples were
the Mynwerkers Unie (Mine Workers' Union) and Spoorbond (Railway
Union).
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in World War II, as their names are recorded, but the figure is probably more.5
South Africans were badly equipped when war first broke out, but the
now elderly Smuts" moved quickly to create two active service divisions and

an air force. The navy was also brought in to the fray, and South African
ships were sent to patrol the coastline from Alexandria through Mersa
Matruh in Egypt, to Tobruk in Libya.
At the start of the war, Smuts had undertaken not to send men overseas,

preferring that they see service in Africa. Germany no longer had colonies
in Africa, but Germany's ally Italy did. Although Italy was not yet in the
war, it had colonial interests in North and East Africa, from which Egypt
and the oil fields in the Persian Gulf would be threatened. Smuts made it

clear that the Union Defence Force (UDF) had to help especially in the
Middle East because of the threat to the oil fields in the Persian Gulf and

South Africa in World War II,1939-1945

the use of the Suez Canal. Inevitably, as the war progressed, South Africans
saw action in both North and East Africa, as well as the Middle East, Italy,

The outbreak of war in 1939 had tremendous impact in South Africa, and

the Balkans and other places.
The North African Campaign began in September 1940 with the Italian

played into the hands of the Afrikaners. In 1914, South Africans had had
no choice but to go to war on the side of Britain. In 1939, thanks to the
autonomy achieved largely by Hertzog under the Statute of Westminster,

invasion of Egypt. In 1941 and 1942, the South African First Infantry
Division took part in several actions against German and Italian forces in
North Africa, notably at Tobruk and Sidi Rezegh in Libya, and El Alamein

they could make their own decision.
White South Africans were divided on this issue. Smuts was in favour

in Egypt.

of participation, while Hertzog and most of his supporters were not. Some
Afrikaners even wanted a German victory as they thought Britain's defeat
would make it possible for South Africa to become a republic again. In the
end, it was put to the vote in Parliament: Smuts took South Africa into war
on the side of Britain by a narrow margin of 80 votes in favour, 67 against.4
The fragile alliance between Hertzog and Smuts in their still-young United
Party - established only five years before - was split right open over this
issue. Hertzog resigned and Smuts became prime minister again.

African First Infantry Division, were trapped at Tobruk by the 'desert fox',
German Field Marshal Erwin Rommel, and his Afrika Korps. The siege
lasted some 241 days until 8 November, when a military operation known
as Operation Crusader' by the British Eighth Army took place at nearby
Sidi Rezegh. The aim of the operation was to destroy the Axis forces where

As it happened, South Africans would play a significant role in the war.
There was an amazing response to Smuts's call to arms, and 334 ooo South
Africans volunteered (approximately 211 ooo whites, 77 ooo blacks and 46 ooo
coloureds and Indians). Some 11 023 South Africans are known to have died
158

In April 1941 some 10 ooo Allied troops, including members of the South

they stood, and thus relieve Tobruk.

Sidi Rezegh was the first great tank battle in the Western Desert, and
it lasted until 30 December. The Fifth South African Infantry Brigade (a
section of the First Infantry Brigade) fought with the British Seventh
Armoured Division and other forces. They were heavily defeated, and the
South African Fifth Brigade was disbanded soon after. Of the approximately
5 8oo South Africans who fought at Sidi Rezegh, only approximately 2 ooo
159
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In 1942, two significant battles took place near the Egyptian railway line
at El Alamein in Egypt. The military historian Colonel CJ Jacobs believes
the first one, 1-30 July 1942, was the more important because prior to this, it
had been thought that the British in the so-called Desert War would never
find a way to defeat Rommel and his Afrika Korps - nevertheless, this first
battle halted Rommel's advance into Egypt and laid the foundation for his
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later defeat in the second battle, 23 October-ii November i942.8

In the second battle at El Alamein, Lieutenant Bernard Law Montgomery
had taken command of the British Eighth Army, but South African forces
also played their part. The Allied victory at El Alamein ended the Axis threat
to the oil fields in the Persian Gulf and the Suez Canal. It also restored the

morale of the Allied troops after the disasters at Tobruk and Sidi Rezegh.
The South African Air Force (SAAF) made a significant contribution to
the air war in East Africa, North Africa, Sicily, Italy and the Balkans. In
North Africa, in early 1942, the SAAF squadrons assisted the Allied Desert
Air Force in attaining air supremacy over Rommel's air component, and
they carried out a series of bombing raids (three a day for weeks on end) on
the Afrika Korps. This finally stopped Rommel in his advance towards El
Alamein in mid-1942.9
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returned - the rest were killed, wounded or taken prisoner. Smuts said it
was one of South Africa's heaviest losses during the war.

A little-known story is that of a young man. Job Maseko, whose homemade bomb, made while he was a prisoner of war in Tobruk, blew up a

German ship. His story was researched by Marilyn Honikman after she
was intrigued by a painting of a black serviceman at the top of the stairs at
the Museum of Military History in Johannesburg. Job Maseko's enterprise
was worthy of a VC award but this never happened and his heroic deed was
forgotten for almost 50 years.7
i6o

Both the South African army and the air force also played major roles in
defeating the Italian forces during the 1940/1941 East African Campaign.
South African troops took part in campaigns in Ethiopia, and helped the
Allies capture Addis Ababa from the Italians. South Africans also took
part in the invasion of Italy, helped the Allies capture Madagascar in 1942
and participated in the bombing raids over Poland during the Warsaw
Rebellion of 1944. Thousands of South Africans fought in British units, and
one of them, a fighter pilot in the Royal Air Force, Adolph (Sailor) Malan,
famously led the No. 74 Squadron during the height of the Battle of Britain.
The recruitment of Africans into the UDF was particularly successful; so
much so that at the end of the recruitment period, it is estimated that more
than 80 ooo black men had been recruited into the Native Military Corps
(NMC).10 They were trained in various support functions and then posted
to the war zones in east and north Africa, the Middle East, Madagascar
and Italy, where they worked, often under heavy fire, as stretcher bearers,
l6i
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to raise money for war services. Lorna Nattrass flew supply planes in and

drivers, orderlies and trench diggers. They were forbidden by the South
African government to carry arms and could only serve in non-combatant

around her district, and at the end of the war she received the South African

roles."

medal for war services, signed by Jan Smuts. Her husband commanded

A record states that in El Alamein on 23 and 24 October 1942, Luca

Majoli, a stretcher bearer, carried wounded men to safety despite being hit
by shrapnel himself when his unit came under heavy fire. He eventually collapsed from loss of blood, but survived. Captain Zietsman, a liaison officer
of the i SA Division in 1941 testified to the fact that countless men owed
their lives to the stretcher bearers. 'They fought like tigers,' he said. 'As one
went down, another stepped in to take his place. For a moment they were all
South Africans, irrespective of race or creed.'12
Black South Africans were also involved in a secret special project to
build tunnels and railway links through the mountains between Turkey

and Egypt, where the British had a base. The tunnels went through Palestine
and Syria, and some of them still exist today. About 420 South African mine
workers with special knowledge and experience in underground work were
chosen to assist the South African engineers with the project.13 They built
the tunnels in harsh winter conditions and completed them seven months

three more air-training schools before going up north to pilot aircraft again,
and was awarded the O.B.E. (Military) in i944.14
Smuts's influence was very apparent in all stages of the war. He had a
firm grasp of military and strategic matters, and the British Prime Minister
Sir Winston Churchill sought his advice on several occasions. Once again,
as had happened in World War I, he was asked to join the Imperial War
Cabinet and given the rank of Field Marshal, the first South African to hold
such a position. 'Jan Smuts' became a household name in Britain. Such was

his influence that Churchill's secretary apparently even tried to approach
King George VI with the suggestion that if anything happened to Churchill,

Smuts should be asked to take over as British prime minister.15 As it happened, Churchill outlived Smuts by several years, and it is doubtful whether
Smuts would have accepted such a position: much as he admired the British,
he was a South African at heart.

During the course of World War II, Smuts made nine visits to the Middle

ahead of schedule. After the war, awards and merit certificates were given

East to confer with Allied leaders, and at the end of the war he helped to

to black men who had distinguished themselves, but any hope that the government might help them find decent jobs or give them the same rights as

establish the United Nations. Professor Christof Heyns and Dr William

whites proved fruitless.

the first person to use the term 'human rights' in an official document for
a world body: in 1945, Smuts wrote human rights into the preamble of the

There was activity at home too, where many South African women
worked in the Women's Auxiliary Unit (WAU) and the Women's Voluntary
Air Force (WVAF). In 1939, a flying school was opened in Witbank (now
Emalahleni in Mpumalanga) by British-born Henry Nattrass, who had been
a fighter pilot in both world wars. His South African wife, Lorna Nattrass,
became one of his first pupils, and was the only woman in the district to
obtain her pilot's licence. In 1940, when the WVAF was formed, she became

Gravett from the University of Pretoria Law School note that Smuts was

Charter of the United Nations.16

The British Royal Tour and Isie Smuts
Smuts had thus been involved in the establishment of two world
organisations (the League of Nations and the United Nations), and had

placed South Africa firmly on the world stage in a way that would not

the first commandant ofWitbank and what was then the eastern Transvaal.
The WAU and WVAF did wonderful work during the war. They ran

happen again until the Nelson Mandela era of the 19905. Smuts's statue still

first-aid, home-nursing and fire-fighting courses; serviced cars and lorries; knitted and sewed for the troops; packed parachutes; put together and
dispatched parcels to the men up north and overseas; and held functions

statue to be erected there until Nelson Mandela's was added in 2007.
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stands in Parliament Square, London - the only Commonwealth leader's
In 1947, the British royal family - King George VI, Queen Elizabeth and
their daughters, the princesses Elizabeth and Margaret - visited South
i63
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Africa at Smuts's invitation. It had not happened before that a reigning
British monarch had visited South Africa, and it would not happen again

for another 50 years until 1996, when Queen Elizabeth II, who had been
a young princess in 1947, came to visit South Africa at President Nelson

son. Jacobus Abraham (Koosie), who was a strong, healthy child. In August
1900, when he was just 16 months old, he had picked up a childhood ailment
and died. It was possible that, had it not been for the war that prevented the
supply of medicines, he could have been treated.

Mandela's invitation.

The British royal tour of South Africa in 1947 was a particularly long and
successful one. In hindsight, the Smuts government might have organised

it not just because of Smuts's friendship and admiration for the British, but
also to counter the rise of Afrikaner nationalism. The royal family was wel-

corned wherever they went with messages in both English and Afrikaans.
Nevertheless, a year later, Smuts and his United Party fell from power.
Although she never went overseas with her husband or left the continent

of Africa throughout her life, Smuts's wife, Sybella (Isie), played a significant
role in the war and post-war era. Affectionately known as Ouma ('grandmother) she was actively involved with the Suid-Afrikaanse Vrouefederasie
('South African Women's Organisation), the Women's United Party, and
the Gifts and Comforts Fund for soldiers during the war. She did not care
much for celebrities or formal occasions. On one occasion in Cairo, where

she opened a service women's club, an official was making a presentation

speech for her. The man had already talked for ten minutes and was showing signs of carrying on for much longer when Ouma tugged his sleeve and
said, 'You must stop now. I want to see what is in my parcel.^7
When the British royal family visited South Africa in 1947, Isie Smuts did

not go to any of the receptions. When the royal family made it clear that
they would like to meet her, Isie replied that they would have to come to her.
This they did, visiting Isie Smuts at her simple home at Doornkloof, near
Irene (about 50 kilometres north of Johannesburg).18

Perhaps Isie had never quite forgiven the British, and memories of the

Anglo-Boer War loomed large. She had asked to be treated the same as other
Boer women and to be sent to a concentration camp,19 but the British authorities had refused and instead exiled her to a house in Pietermaritzburg (then

in a British colony). But Isie had had her share of suffering. Twins born to
Isie and Jan Smuts had been born prematurely and only lived a few weeks.

Extreme Afrikaner groups

A particularly extremist group during the war was the Ossewabrandwag
(meaning oxwagon sentinel or guard). The OB had started as a cultural
organisation in 1939 during the centenary celebrations of the Great Trek, but

after the outbreak of the Second World War it became a paramilitary body
with its own storm troopers modelled on those of the Nazi in Germany. The
OB opposed South Africa's participation in the war on the British side, and

carried out acts of sabotage against the Smuts government. They wanted
a German victory and a nationalist socialist-type government in South
Africa. Their leader was JFJ van Rensburg. Two future prime ministers of
South Africa, John Vorster and PW Botha, were members of the OB.20

Another extremist who hoped for a German victory during the war was

Robey Leibbrandt, a South African amateur light-heavyweight boxing
champion of German/Irish descent. His father had fought in the AngloBoer War. Robey Leibbrandt had represented South Africa at the Empire
Games in 1934 and at the Olympic Games in Berlin in 1936, where he was
first exposed to Nazi ideology. In 1938 he returned to Berlin, where he

trained as a storm trooper and studied sabotage and propaganda methods. When he returned to South Africa during the war, he established the
Nasionaal Sosialistiese Rebelle ('National Socialist Rebels'), an extremist
group similar to the OB. He made fiery speeches similar to those he had

witnessed in Germany, and taught his members about sabotage and bomb
making. He was arrested near Pretoria on 24 December 1942 and sen-

tenced to death for high treason, but this was later commuted by Smuts to
life imprisonment. When the Nationalist Party came into power in 1948
he was released."

Neither the OB nor the Nasionaal Sosialistiese Rebelle gathered much
support as most Afrikaners found their ideas too extreme.

A year later, just before the outbreak of the Anglo-Boer War, they'd had a
l64
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The end of the war

The United Party of Smuts and Hertzog had broken up in 1939, and Smuts
had taken South Africa into the war by a narrow majority. South Africa's

participation in World War II marked the start of a new political struggle.
New political alignments were soon to take place.
In the elections of 1943, Smuts had won comfortably because the war was

died two years later in 1950, aged 80.

The historian Shula Marks, who is critical of powerful men like Rhodes

and Smuts, nevertheless wrote that no single figure had done more to shape
South Africa in the first 50 years of the 2oth century than Jan Smuts. He

going well for the Allies, and people felt good about being on the winning

was South Africa's most outstanding white statesman, she wrote, and

friends with prime ministers around the world at the various conferences
he attended. He still had support in the major cities of the Witwatersrand,

many ways the end of an era.

side. In 1945, when the war ended in Allied victory, Smuts still rode the crest
of the wave for a while. He had distinguished himself in the war and made

the Cape Peninsular, the eastern Cape and Natal, but the remainder of the
country was divided into Hertzog and DF Malan supporters.

A post-war situation brings with it inevitable problems and there is often
a change in government. This happened in Britain when Churchill fell from
power, and it was destined to happen in South Africa, too. The Purified
National Party under DF Malan (by now simply referred to as the NP) had
started to gain ground. DF Malan had been preaching an extreme form of
Afrikaner nationalism for some time already. He and his followers played

on post-war grievances of job losses affecting returning soldiers, housing
shortages, rising costs and the uncertainties regarding relations between

whites and blacks. In 1946 there was a serious strike of black mine workers,

adding to the general instability of the times. Then, in 1947. a commission
under Judge Fagan appointed by Smuts recommended that influx control
be relaxed to allow black people to live in urban areas. Smuts approved and
I?

his United Party. It was a shocking and unexpected defeat, which no one,
least of all Smuts, had seen coming. Smuts was by then quite an old man. He

thought the time was right, but many people, especially poorer whites, did
not agree. The NP campaigned on the slogan of a swart gevaar ('black danger'), and promised that if the NP came to power there would be a policy
of apartheid (apartness or separation of the races) that would protect white
people.

Hertzog initially did not go along with Malan's more extreme ideas,

but on the eve of the 1948 elections, Hertzog and his followers (who had
fallen out with Smuts over South Africa's participation in the war) joined

Malan's National Party, swelling the numbers enough to defeat Smuts and
i66

was involved in all the major events in South African, European and
Commonwealth history in those 50 years." Jan Smuts's death in 1950 was in

The coming to power of the Afrikaner National Party in 1948
After winning the elections in 1948, DF Malan's Afrikaner nationalist party
proceeded to pursue apartheid policies. With few exceptions, black, coloured
and Indian people (all generally referred to as 'blacks' by the authorities)
were excluded from any active or meaningful participation in government
and were disadvantaged in terms of opportunity and education. This system
continued until the early 19908.

Military historian lan van der Waag dates a period of'Cold War' in South

Africa from this time. He believes this period lasted until about 1959/1960,
when a more aggressive 'Hot War' began. The Hot War would last until
23
things changed in South Africa in i989/i990.23

The military

The military is always a reflection of a government's priorities. Likewise in
South Africa it has been susceptible to change with changing governments.
Soon after South Africa became a Union in 1910, a Union Defence Force

(UDF) had been formed. In the reconciliatory spirit of the time (as far as

whites were concerned, after the bitter memories of the Anglo-Boer War),
members of the UDF were both English and Afrikaans speakers, and to
serve in the military was regarded as a noble profession. The UDF went on

to serve in both world wars, and when the Allies registered victory in 1945,
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Prime Minister and Field Marshal Jan Smuts enjoyed recognition for the

CHAPTER 10

UDF's efforts.

In 1948, under DF Malan's National Party government, everything

changed. Frans Erasmus was appointed defence minister and made
significant changes, mainly in favour of re-establishing commandos and
other military traditions of the old Boer republics, and doing away with

The apartheid government

colonial-influenced UDF formations. He was determined to create a new-

look South African Defence Force (SADF). Talented and competent former

military leaders were purged in the process as the military also began to
promote Afrikaner nationalism and the National Party, and key Afrikaners
were appointed to important posts. Military support would prove crucial in
the events that followed: when DF Malan's government began implementing
their apartheid policies, they would have the military behind them.

Apartheid policy and the formation of'homelands'

The theory behind the apartheid policy implemented by Malan and his
National Party government was that whites and blacks are so culturally

dissimilar that they could never live together as a community, and if they
were to try, the numerically stronger black people would swamp the whites.'
The solution as they saw it was to divide up the country into areas where
whites would have rights and citizenship, and other areas where blacks

would have the same. But they then went even further and divided up black
people according to ethnic differences: the Zulu were allocated separate
land from the Xhosa, the Basotho, the Tswana and so on. The government
argued that African people had absolute ethnic and culturally distinct differences that had to be preserved in separate homelands, although it is more
likely that the plan was to keep different African communities separate so
that they would be unlikely to present a united front against whites.
What the government did not take into account was that while some of

black communities were relatively culturally homogenous, others were not.
The Basotho, for example, were made up of diverse cultures since the leader

Moshoeshoe had over many years incorporated refugees and conquered
people of diverse origin into his Sotho kingdom. Of course, history had
already shown that people of different cultures could work well together:
when the SANNC began in 1912, for example, its founder members were
Zulu (John Dube and Pixley Seme), Xhosa (Walter Rubusana) and Tswana
(Sol Plaatje).2
i68
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